LibGuides – How to upload pictures and post blogs

Nevada XR Libraries - An ETEAP Project

The emerging technology early adopter program (ETEAP) is a multifaceted and integrated library and information services partnership made possible by the 2017 Nevada State Legislature. Through renewed connection between California and Nevada libraries, California's largest non-profit library membership consortium (The Califa Group with more than 223 California libraries) has generously invited Nevada's ETEAP cohort to deploy XR Libraries supported by the Nevada State Library, Archives and Public Records.

XR Libraries are made possible to the public by the Nevada State Library, Archives and Public Records.

In collaboration with area schools, after-school providers, workforce training partners and other library staff, XR Libraries facilitates programming through leveraging emerging technology space and programs. Curiosity sessions, science story times, science discussion clubs, contests, gear testing and more may make up the activities of the coming year. Further, educational synergies and curriculum enhancement from the technology sphere focuses attention on the wonder of science, technology, engineering, art and mathematics, but this is further enhanced with your focused learning partnerships through lesson planning and educational programs.

Delivering the promise
The Nevada State Council on Libraries and Literacy (NSCLL) is leading the way for Nevada’s libraries to adopt and use 21st century technology. At the end of the annual 2017 Nevada Library Conference (NCLC), a new program was announced that ensures that Nevada’s libraries would have a robust continuing education opportunity to learn about virtual reality (VR) and deploy it in their facilities is underway.

These libraries are part of a select group of emerging technology early adopters in the country. Partial resources for this VR initiative were provided by the Nevada State Library with funds from SB-245.

At a glance...

- What is XR for everyone? All are invited to stop into one of the 11 participating libraries to experience it for yourself. Check our website for more information.
- What is the Nevada State Library, XR Libraries, and Lifeline? We have teamed up to bring immersive XR experiences and programming to libraries around Nevada.
- Where are we running? The project is expected to be rolled out to the public in the early August. Watch the website for more information.
- Where are we currently? There are 11 libraries that will have XR equipment—but here’s where it will be: The project is expected to be rolled out to the public in the early August. Watch the website for more information.
- Why are libraries always on the cutting-edge of technological deployment? Now, more than ever, success in school and work is dependent on technological literacy and hands-on experience. Our XR program is designed to better equip Nevada’s libraries with this new technology and broaden their horizons. What is possible in the 21st century?

NAVIGATE TO THE MAIN NEVADA XR LIBRARIES PAGE
STAFF LOGIN IS LOCATED IN THE BOTTOM RIGHT CORNER
• ENTER LOGIN CREDENTIALS
FROM THE HOMEPAGE, CHOOSE LIBGUIDES FROM THE MY LIBAPPS BOX
• FROM THE LIBGUIDES HOMEPAGE, CHOOSE EDIT EXISTING GUIDE IN THE LIBGUIDES SHORTCUTS BOX
• CHOOSE EXTENDED REALITY (NEW) FROM THE DROPDOWN MENU
- CHOOSE YOUR LIBRARY FROM THE PILOT LIBRARIES TAB DROPDOWN MENU ON THE EXTENDED REALITY (NEW) EDIT GUIDE
• YOUR EDITABLE AREAS ARE IN THE CENTRAL TABBED BOX ON YOUR HOMEPAGE
• CLICK THE APPLICABLE TAB THAT YOU WANT TO EDIT
• TO EDIT EXISTING CONTENT IN A TAB, CHOOSE EDIT FROM THE RIGHT MENU
• TO DELETE EXISTING CONTENT, CHOOSE DELETE FROM THE RIGHT MENU
• TO ADD NEW CONTENT, CHOOSE THE **ADD/REORDER** DROPDOWN FROM THE LEFT MENU
• FOR PICTURES AND BLOGS, CHOOSE **RICH TEXT/HTML**
• TO ADD A PICTURE OR IMAGE, CHOOSE THE PICTURE ICON FROM THE UPPER MENU IN THE RICH TEXT/HTML EDIT BOX
- TO UPLOAD A NEW IMAGE OR REUSE A PREVIOUSLY UPLOADED IMAGE, CHOOSE BROWSE SERVER
- TO RESIZE AN ALREADY UPLOADED IMAGE, USE THE WIDTH/HEIGHT OPTIONS
• CHOOSE UPLOAD NEW IMAGE TO IMPORT AN IMAGE FROM YOUR COMPUTER
• TO CHOOSE AN ALREADY UPLOADED IMAGE, CHOOSE FROM YOUR IMAGE MANAGER LIBRARY ROOT FOLDER
• YOUR IMAGE WILL APPEAR IN YOUR RICH TEXT/HTML BOX
• SAVE AND CLOSE
- TO UPLOAD A BLOG POST, COPY AND PASTE YOUR BLOG INTO A NEW **RICH TEXT/HTML EDIT BOX**
- YOU CAN ADJUST FONT, COLORS, ETC. USING THE OPTIONS IN THE LEFT CORNER OF THE **RICH TEXT/HTML EDIT BOX**
- SAVE AND CLOSE